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�� Introduction

Recently� models of �D space�time bounded by two end�of the world branes attracted

attention both as a laboratory for the phenomenology of elementary particle physics

as well as of novel cosmological scenarios� A class of such models is inspired by

compacti	cations of the Horava Witten 
HW� M�theory �� ��� The understanding of

the underlying �D bulk physics is thus a key ingredient for the study of such models�

It turns out� however� that these �D bulk theories associated with orbifold com�

pacti	cations� are generally not well understood� This situation is demonstrated by

the following puzzle� Consider the HW duals of the �d T ��ZN heterotic orbifolds�

In this case there is a localized gauge symmetry G� � E� on one of the �D end�of�

the�world branes� and G� � E� on the other one� Generically the heterotic spectrum

includes massless twisted particles that seem to be charged under both G� and G��

The puzzle is how to account for these states in the HW picture� The resolution

of the puzzle follows the realization that in fact there is also a non�perturbative �D

bulk gauge theory Gbulk associated with the AN�� singularity of the corresponding

ALE space� The twisted states are in fact charged under say G� and Gbulk ��� ��

and not under G� and G�� Proving the consistency of this scenario� namely� that

there is a full anomaly cancellation of local symmetries� requires assigning particular

boundary conditions to the �d vector and hyper multiplets associated with the �D

vector multiplet� These boundary conditions� which seem to be quite ad hoc in the

HW picture� turn out to be very natural when a duality with type I� string is invoked

���� In the type I� picture the twisted states can be traced back to strings associated

with brane junctions that involve D� branes� D� branes O� orientifold planes and

NS� branes�

When analyzing the HW duals of �D heterotic orbifold models� namely� compact�

i	cations on T ��ZN one faces a similar puzzle� Again there are massless twisted states

that are charged under both G� and G�� However� since the geometry at the vicinity

of the 	xed points is now R��ZN � which is not associated with an AN�� singularity

but rather with a strongly coupled E� theory ���� there is no room for a non�abelian

non�perturbative �D gauge symmetry� Thus� the mechanism that resolves the puzzle

has to be of a di�erent origin�

The goal of this paper is to explore the duality between the heterotic theory on

the T ��Z� orbifold compacti	cation and M�theory on 
S��Z���
T ��Z��� In particular

we would like to account for the twisted mixed states�

The compacti	cation of M�theory on C��Z� was intensively explored ��� �� ��

�� �� � ��� The corresponding low energy 	eld theory is the �mysterious� E�

��� theory which is a strongly coupled �D CFT with � supersymmetries and a

one dimensional Coulomb branch� The E� theory has been explored using various

di�erent techniques including non�trivial 	xed points of the renormalization �ow of

�D supersymmetric theories ��� �� � ��� collapse of de Pezzo surfaces in Calabi�

� � �



Yau compacti	cations ��� �� �� �� and type I� string theories���� In spite of these

study e�orts and due to its strongly coupled nature� the E� theory is still not well

understood�

Even though the full description of the E� theory is lacking� partial results� based

on educated guesses� about the low energy description of the compacti	ed theory can

be obtained� This is similar to the situation with the �D 
�� �� theory where after

compacti	cation on T �� the low�energy description of the theory is given by the

N � � Super�Yang�Mills 	eld theory� This 	eld theory is interacting and is believed

to correctly describe all excitations as long as their energy is much lower than the

compacti	cation scale�

In this paper we study the compacti	cation of the E� theory on the segment�

S��Z�� with certain boundary conditions that preserve N �  supersymmetry in �D�

We will propose a Lagrangian that 
presumably� describes the low energy excitations

at a scale below the compacti	cation scale�

The motivation for this Lagrangian comes from the study of the strong coupling

dynamics of the heterotic string theory on the orbifolds T ��Z� and C��Z�� The

notation C��Z� and T
��Z� is somewhat ambivalent because there are several ways

to specify the action of Z� on the E� gauge degrees of freedom� In this paper we

concentrate mainly on the orbifolds that break the E� � E� gauge group down to

SU
�� � E� � SU
�� � E�� We assume that the volume of T
��Z� is large so that

worldsheet instantons can be neglected� We analyze the moduli space of these orb�

ifolds from the heterotic string and the low energy supergravity pictures� We discuss

the local anomaly cancellation in the various scenarios�

The paper is organized as follows� The moduli space of the T ��Z� orbifold is

discussed in section � from the heterotic theory point of view� We start with a brief

description of the model� its spectrum� superpotential and D� term� We then analyze

the F�term �atness condition for the R��Z� case� and this condition combined with

the D�term �atness for the compact case� We show that the moduli space for the

non�compact case is a blow�down at the zero section of a certain line bundle over

P � � P �� Section � is devoted to a brief reminder of the geometry of the blow�up

of the 	xed point of the C��Z� orbifold� In particular the metric� complex structure

and the Euler number are written down� The moduli space is then reproduced from

the supergravity description in the large blow�up limit� For completeness� we discuss

gauge instantons for our model as well as the other T ��Z� orbifolds� The strong

coupling limit as inferred from the Horava Witten dual theory is the topic of section

�� We identify the two scales in the systems� namely� the compacti	cation scale and

the scale of the expectation value of the scalar 	eld� We write down the N � 

supersymmetric �d E� theory in terms of a �D N �  chiral and vector super	elds�

We then compactify this theory on S��Z� 	rst in the limit of an expectation value

which is much larger than the inverse of the compacti	cation scale� In this regime we

reduce the D HW supergravity to that of a �D theory in the form of a non�linear

� � �



sigma model� We then rewrite it in terms of a linear sigma model and determine the

relations between the linear an non�linear descriptions� We then conjecture about

the theory in the opposite regime where the compacti	cation scale is larger than

the inverse of the expectation value of the scalar 	eld� Section � is devoted to a

discussion of the anomaly cancellation in both the compact and non compact cases�

In the former case the cancellation is between the contribution of the twisted states

and that of the untwisted states after division by the number of 	xed points� In the

latter case the integration over the zero mode of the orbifold operation results in

an identical division� In section � we summarize our results and state several open

questions�

�� The moduli space from heterotic string theory

��� The model

The model is the heterotic string on a T ��Z� orbifold� The T
� is of the form T ��T ��

T � where each T � is a quotient of the complex plane with the root lattice of SU
���

namely� T � � C
�SU���

� The tori are characterized by the identi	cations zi � zi� and

zi � zi � e�i�� where i � � �� � and admit a Z� generated by the transformations

�� � zi��
zi�e
��ri��zi� ri � 
� ���� 
���

There are �� 	xed points of the �i at zi � �� zi � �
p
�e�i��� zi � ��

p
�e�i���

In addition to the vector ri the orbifolding operation is characterized also by

its shift vector sK� k � � ���� de	ned by the transformation of the � complex

left�moving fermions

�� � �
K� � e�

��isK
� �K� 
����

Then we de	ne � � �� ��� to be the generator of the Z� orbifold� The shift vector

associated with the current model sK � 
� ��� ��� � ���� ���� implies the breaking
of each E� factor down to E� � SU
�� 
for more details see appendix A��

��� The spectrum
 superpotential and D�term

The spectrum of the model contains the untwisted states

�
�� ��� � �� �
� � �� ���� � moduli 
����

and the twisted states

��
�� � �� � 
����

where the decomposition is under SU
�� � E� � SU
�� � E�� 
In Appendix A the

spectra of the other T ��Z� models is presented��

Let A �  � � � �� be a label of the 	xed�point of Z� inside T��Z�� Near such a

	xed point the space looks like R��Z�� We have one chiral 	eld� �A� in the 
�� � �� �

� � �



localized around each 	xed point� The moduli space is determined by the F�term

and D�term conditions� The F�term comes from the superpotential�

W 
��� � � � ���	� �
X
A

det �A�

where we think of �A as a �� � matrix� The D�term conditions are�

g�YMtr
X
A

�yA�
a�A � �� g�YMtr

X
A

�A�
a�yA � �� a �  � � � ��

where �a is a generator of SU
�� 
taken as a � � � matrix� and g�YM is the �D E�

coupling constant� It is given by the �D coupling constant divided by the volume

of T ��Z��

��� The F�term for the orbifold R��Z�

Most of the nontrivial dynamics is localized at the 	xed points� So we analyze R��Z�

	rst� Since the volume of R� is in	nite we can set gYM � � and forget about the

D�terms� There is only one ��� 	eld � with superpotentialW � det �� The F�term
constraints are W � � � where W � is the matrix of � � � minors of �� Thus� the
F�term constraints imply that the rank of � is at most � We can therefore write �

as�

� � uvT � 
����

where u is a vector in the 
�� � of SU
�� � SU
�� and v is a vector in the 
� ���

u breaks the left SU
�� down to SU
�� and v does the same to the right SU
�� so

altogether we are left with SU
��� SU
��� U
� where U
� acts as�

u� ei�u� v � e�i�v� 
����

��� The F�term and D�term for the orbifold T ��Z�

Moving back to T ��Z�� we solve the individual F�term constraints and 	nd that each

� can be written as �A � uAv
T
A 
A �  � � � ���� The D�term constraints imply

� �
X
A


uyAuA�
v
y
A�

avA� �
X
A


vyAvA�
u
y
A�

auA�� a �  � � � �

This can only be satis	ed ifX
A


vyAvA�uAu
y
A �

X
A


uyAuA�vAv
y
A � cI�

In particular� unless all of the uA�s and vA�s are zero� we need at least � di�erent A�s

with nonzero uA and vA� This is because the matrix uAu
y
A is of rank  and the sum

of � matrices of rank  can never be cI 
i�e� of rank �� for c 	� ��

� � �



Note that 
������ � SU
��� SU
�� act as

uA � �y�uA� vA � ��vA�

If exactly � A�s have nonzero �A�s 
say A � � �� �� then we can use the SU
���SU
��
gauge freedom to turn the uA�s and vA into the following form�

u� � v� �

�
� �
�

�
A � u� � v� �

�
� �
�

�
A � u� � v� �

�
� ��


�
A �

In this case �������� are all diagonal and the unbroken symmetry is U
�
�� If l � �

in general� all of the SU
��� will be broken�

��� The moduli space for R��Z�

We have seen that the moduli space for the case of R��Z� is the moduli space of all

� � � matrices of rank 
 � we can parameterize it as follows� Take � � uvT as

before� u and v are not uniquely de	ned because we can change u� �u and at the

same time v � ���v� If � 	� � then neither u nor v are zero� The equivalence relation
u � �u 
for � � C� de	nes a point on P � that we will denote by �u�� Similarly v

de	nes a point �v� in P �� For 	xed �u� and �v� � has one more complex degree of

freedom which is the overall scale and we denote it by e� 
for � � C�� As � varies�

e� spans a plane 
complex line� which is 	bered over P � � P �� Let L� 
L�� be the

universal line bundle over the 	rst 
second� P �� Then�

The moduli space is the blow�down of

L� � L� over P � � P � at the zero section�

We wish to understand how this moduli space can be interpreted in the limit

of small curvature and small gauge 	eld strengths� In this case the moduli space is

understood as the moduli space of the deformation of the geometry into a nonsingular

space and a nonsingular instanton con	guration� The space R��Z� can be deformed

into a smooth space with the singularity at the origin replaced by P �� Our goal is

to argue that e� parameterizes the size of the P � 
and the B�	eld on it� and �u� and

�v� parameterize the E� � E� instanton con	guration�

�� Some facts from geometry

We need some facts about the blow�up of C��Z� and the normalizable harmonic

��form on it� In general Cn�Zn 
where the generator of Zn acts as multiplication

by e
��i
n on all the coordinates of Cn� can be deformed to a smooth 
noncompact�

Calabi�Yau manifold that approaches Cn�Zn at in	nity� In this CY the singular

point at the origin on Cn�Zn is replaced with a compact projective space P
n���

� � �



��� Metric and complex structure

We can take the metric on P n�� to be the Fubini�Study metric

gij �
	ij
 �

P jzkj��� zizj


 �
P jzkj���

�

which is derived from the K�ahler function

K � log
�
 � jz�j� � � � �� jzn��j�

�
�

The normalized 
� � form is 
 � igijdzidzj� It can be written as 
 � dA with

A �
i

�
e�K

X
k


zkdzk � zkdzk��

The blowup of Cn�Zn can be written as a line bundle over P
n�� with 	rst Chern

class c� � �n
� Choose a constant a � �� Let z�� � � � � zn�� parameterize the point
on the base and let � 
 � � � be a periodic variable and a 
 r � � be a real

coordinate� The metric on the blown�up space can be written as

ds� �


�
r�

n��X
i�j
�

gijdzidzj

�

�
� a�n

r�n

���

dr� �
r�

n�

�
� a�n

r�n

�

d� � nA��

The holomorphic coordinates are z�� � � � � zn�� and

w �
p
r�n � a�ne

K

�
�i��

This space has a normalizable ��form�

eF � �
n� �a��n��
nr�n��

dr
d� � nA� �
a��n��

r��n��

� 
���

It satis	es Z
P ��Pn��

eF � �� Z
Fiber

eF � �
n
� 
����

Also Z eF eF � � �  eF � �
n�

Z

n�� �


��n

n�

����

Here P n�� denotes the divisor given by r � a and P � � P n�� is any 
complex� line

inside this divisor� The 	bers are given by 	xed zk�s� For n � � we can calculate

�
�

Z
P �

tr�RR � �
����

� � �



The trace is in the representation � of SO
���

Another property of interest is the Euler number of the T �

Zn
orbifolds���� Consider

in particular the n � � case� At each 	xed point one deletes the singular point and

glues instead� as was explained above� a non�compact manifold composed of a P �

and a line bundle over it with a resulting c� � �� The Euler number of each of these

glued manifolds is � � �� Since T � has a vanishing �� the torus with the �� deleted

points has � � ���� Thus� the Euler number of T �

Z�
is � � ����� � ��� We add now

the Euler number of the glued manifolds and we end with � � �� � ��� � � ���

�� The moduli space from supergravity

We would like to reproduce the moduli space found in section 
���� in the limit that

the blow�up parameter� a� is large compared to ls� The moduli space is then the

moduli space of E� � E� instantons on the blown�up C��Z�� The requirement on

the instanton is that the holonomy of the gauge 	eld at in	nity is known� Namely�

de	ne the contour

�
t� � 
z� � ��� � � � � zn�� � �n��� � � t� r � r��� � 
 t � ��

where ��� � � � � �n��� r� are constants� We require that as r� � � the holonomy of

the E� �E� gauge 	eld along �
t� is conjugate to �� that was de	ned in 
����� The

second requirement is that



��

Z
P �

X
tr���FF �

Z
P �

trRR � ���
����

Here P � is the exceptional divisor of the blow�up� The instanton solutions that we

will consider are abelian� They are given by picking a generator � of the Lie algebra

of E� � E�� normalized such that e
��i� is the unity in the group� and setting the

E� � E� 	eld�strength to be F � i eF� � where eF is the ��form found in 
���� 
Note
that F is de	ned to be anti�hermitian�� According to 
����� the holonomy around

�
t� is e
��i
�
� � Thus � should be chosen so that e

��i
�
� will be �� � the generator of Z�

in the gauge group� The instanton condition implies that

�� �


��

X
tr����

��

For the �� that breaks E� � E� to 
E� � SU
���� we can pick � as follows� Let

�� � SU
��� E� be the embedding of SU
�� in the 	rst E� factor and let �� be the

embedding in the second factor� We pick e� � SU
�� to be diag
� ���� and take
� � ��
e� � � ��
e� �� Note that for elements of E� that are embedded in SU
�� we

have


��
tr����i
e� �� � �tr�e� � � ��

� � �



Summing the contributions of the two E� factors gives ��� The moduli space is the

moduli space of embeddings of � inside E��E� keeping the holonomy at in	nity� e
��i
�
�

	xed� The moduli space of di�erent e� �s in SU
�� that are conjugate to diag
� ����
is P �� Thus the moduli space of instantons is P �� P �� The coordinate � from 
����

is interpreted as � � �
�
��a� � iB where a� is the area of a P � divisor inside the

exceptional P � and B is the integral of the NSNS ��form on P ��

It is interesting to check other embeddings of Z� inside E��E�� In one embedding

we take the generator of Z� to be in the center of SU
���Z� � E�� The element is

e
��i
� � We then take e� � su
�� to be

e� � diag
�
B�
�
� � � � �



�
�� �z 	

�

��
�

�
CA �

We let � � su
��� E� be the embedding and we calculate



��
tr����
e��� � �tr�e� � � ��

Therefore� in the second E� factor we should 	nd an embedding with instanton

number �� For this we break E� to SU
��� U
� and embed � as e
��i
� inside U
��

�� Strong coupling limit

At strong coupling� the E� � E� heterotic string theory on C��Z� is described by

weakly coupled D gravity on the bulk of 
S��Z�� � 
C��Z�� � R��� and G � E�

gauge 	elds on the two boundaries� The only strongly coupled part of this back�

ground comes from the 	xed point of the Z� action� It is described by the E� theory

compacti	ed on S��Z��

The E� theory is a strongly coupled �D CFT��� that describes the localized de�

grees of freedom of M�theory on C��Z� at the 	xed point� We will recall some known

facts about the E��theory in subsection 
����� We will then use the heterotic string

analysis of the orbifold to make conjectures about the �D low�energy description of

the E� theory compacti	ed on S
��Z��

��� The setting

The E��theory is compacti	ed on an interval S
��Z� and� as we shall see� there are

extra degrees of freedom on the boundaries� Let the length of the interval be R�

The �D E��theory has a moduli space R�Z� ��� that is parameterized by an order

parameter �� with dimensions of mass 
see subsection 
���� below��

Our problem has two scales�

� The compacti�cation scale� �
R
�

� � �



� The E��scale� �� � h�i�
If �� � �

R
the �D compacti	cation 
energy� scale is low and we can 	rst reduce

the E��theory to its �D low�energy description and then compactify the latter on

S��Z� with appropriate boundary conditions�

If� on the other hand� the condition �� � �
R
is not met� quantum corrections

are strong and we do not know the metric on the moduli space of the e�ective �D

low�energy theory� Since we do not know any microscopic de	nition for �� it does

not make sense to use �� as a coordinate on the �D moduli space� We can still look

for an e�ective �D low�energy description but it requires a better understanding of

the E� theory� We will propose a conjecture about that description in section 
�����

��� The E��theory

The E��theory is a 	ve�dimensional interacting CFT� It has N �  supersymmetry


� generators� in �D� It has a one�dimensional Coulomb branch parameterized by a

real coordinate �� � �� For a generic �� the low�energy description is a �D vector

multiplet with 
	ve dimensional� N �  supersymmetry� This multiplet comprises

of a scalar � 
whose VEV is ���� a vector 	eld A and fermions� The low�energy

e�ective action is

L �


��

Z 



�
�����

���


�
�F��F

�� �


��
����������	A��F����F����

�
d�x�
fermions��


���

Here � is a scalar 	eld of dimension � A is a low�energy U
� gauge 	eld and F � dA�

The Coulomb branch is parameterized by the VEV �� � h�i� The E��theory has a

rich structure of electric BPS particles with masses that are integer multiples of ��

and magnetic BPS strings with tensions that are integer multiples of ��
� ��� �� ���

We can rewrite 
��� using �D N �  superspace� We separate one direction

out of the 	ve� call it x�� and we de	ne the chiral super	eld e�
x�� and the vector
super	eld eV 
x�� 
which depend explicitly on the parameter x�� so thate�
x��j�
�
� � �
x�� � iA�
x�� 
����

and� in the WZ gauge�

eV � �����A� � i����� i�
�
���



�
���

�
D� 
����

The gauge freedom is

eV � eV � �� �y� e�� e� � �����
where � is a super	eld� Without any boundary conditions the Lagrangian is

L � � 

��

Z 



�

e� � e�y � ���eV �� � eV �� eV D�W

� � �� eV D ��eVW �� � ��eV D�
eVW �

�
d��

� 

��

Z e�W�W
�d�� � 

��

Z e�yW ��
W ��d

��

� � �



where� as usual� W� � ��
�
D

�
D�

eV and it satis	es D�W� � D ��W
��
�

It is not hard to check that this Lagrangian is gauge invariant up to a total

derivative

	

Z
Ld�x � � 

���
��

Z
�W�W

�d��d�x� 

���
��

Z
�yW

��
W ��d

��d�x

Expanded in components we 	nd

L �


��

Z 



�
�
����

� �


�
�F��F

�� �


�
����D � 

�
�F �F

�
d�x

�


��

Z 

�
�
�D� �



�
�F��F

�� �


�
A��

��	�F��F	� � 
�
A��

��	���A�F	�

�
d�x


����

Here � � � � � � �� Although this action does not look manifestly Lorentz invariant� if

we eliminate the auxiliary 	elds we 	nd D � ���� and F � � and the whole action
can be rewritten as 
��� and the action is manifestly Lorentz invariant 
although

supersymmetry is not manifest��

So far we have discussed the low�energy e�ective action in �D� Later on we

will discuss a compacti	cation on S��Z� that breaks half the supersymmetry� For

completeness� we note that the simplest compacti	cation of the E� down to �D

is on S� in such a way that preserves N � � supersymmetry� We will take the

coordinate along S� to be � 
 x� 
 �R� The low�energy description of the E��

theory compacti	ed on S� is given by a single N � � U
� vector multiplet with the

e�ective action that is derived from the Seiberg�Witten curve�

y� � 
x� � u�
x� u���

Here u is a holomorphic parameter on the moduli space� For juj � � we can write



�R
logu � h�� iA�i�

��� Adding a boundary

We take the e�ective action 
��� and compactify it on the interval S��Z�� Let � 

x� 
 R be the coordinate along the interval 
the other coordinates are x�� � � � � x���

Now we add the boundaries at x� � � and x� � R� Our goal is to propose a

Lagrangian that describes the theory at energies

E � 

R
� �� � h�i�

In the context of M�theory� as we explained above� the compacti	cation arises from

M�theory on a blown up C��Z� where the singularity was blown up to a P
� with

�  �



volume M��
p ��

�� We are interested in the regime �� � Mp where the scale of our

low�energy E��theory is lower than Mp�

The U
� gauge group of the low�energy e�ective action 
��� has an anomaly

when we add a boundary� This anomaly comes from the Chern�Simons term



���

Z
AFF � 

���

Z
��
���A�F
�F��d

�x� 
����

This term comes from the Chern�Simons term of D supergravity reduced on the

blown�up C��Z� with the substitution C � �A
x�� � � � x�� eF 
x� � � � x���� Here eF is
the harmonic ��form de	ned in 
���� The factor of � is needed because it is � eF that
has integral periods according to 
����� In �D� the Chern�Simons term must be an

integer product of �
����

R
AFF 
see ����� Our model has � times the fundamental

unit of anomaly�

There are two possible ways to eliminate the anomaly� We can either add degrees

of freedom on the boundary with the opposite anomaly or we can set the boundary

conditions on the gauge 	eld so that its parallel components vanish on the bound�

ary� In that case� the gauge group contains only transformations that vanish on the

boundary and there is no anomaly�

In the next subsections we will discuss two descriptions of the theory with a

boundary� We will start with an analysis of the regime �
R
� Mp � �� where the

Horava�Witten supergravity approximation to M�theory is valid� We will see that

the dimensional reduction of the Horava�Witten low�energy e�ective action leads to

a description where the gauge transformation vanish on the boundary� Extra degrees

of freedom on the boundary are then described by a nonlinear ��model�

We will then discuss an alternative description in terms of a linear ��model where

the gauge transformations are allowed not to vanish on the boundary� Instead extra

charged chiral super	elds cancel the anomaly on the boundary�

��� Description in terms of the nonlinear ��model

WhenMp � �� the volume of the P
� blow�up is large and we can reduce the Horava�

Witten supergravity Lagrangian � the D supergravity in the bulk and E� gauge

	elds on the �D boundary � down to the noncompact �D� The reduction of the

E� gauge 	elds was discussed in detail in section 
�� and the result was that the

low�energy degrees of freedom describe the moduli space of a certain instanton� The

moduli space was described as the embedding of U
� � SU
�� where SU
�� was a

	xed subgroup of E�� The E� instanton moduli space in this problem is therefore a

copy of P � 
not to be confused with the blow up divisor which is also a P � but in

space�time and not in 	eld space�� Thus� at low�energies� the degrees of freedom on

the boundary are described by a nonlinear ��model with P � as the target space� The

appropriate boundary conditions for the super	elds e� and eV � de	ned in 
���������
can be obtained from the Horava�Witten boundary conditions on the ��form 	eld C

� � �



of D supergravity� Recall that Horava and Witten described the segment ��� R�

as S��Z� with the Z� acting as

Z� � C����
x��� � C����
�x����
Z� � C���
x��� � �C���
�x����

Here �� � � � � � � �� In our problem x�� should be replaced with x�� The connection

between C and the components A� and A� of eV and e� is
C�IJ � A�

eFIJ � C�IJ � A�
eFIJ �

where eF is the ��form on the blown up C��Z� that was de	ned in 
���� It follows

that Z� acts on A� and A� as

A�
x��� �A�
�x��� A�
x��� A�
�x���

These rules can be extended to the super	elds and we can now derive the boundary

conditions eV jx�
� � eV jx�
�R � �� ��e�jx�
� � ��e�jx�
�R � ��
��� The linear ��model

We will now discuss an alternative description of the boundary� The Chern�Simons

term 
���� produces an anomaly for the U
� gauge transformations on the boundary�

This anomaly can be canceled by � �D chiral fermions with U
� charge  on the

boundary� Thus� we assume that on the boundary there is a chiral super	eld eX that

is in the fundamental representation � of a global SU
�� and is also charged under

the �D U
� gauge 	eld� The total action now has an extra termZ eXye
eV eXd��d�x 
����

On the other hand we do not impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on the gauge

	elds� When we integrate out the auxiliary 	eld D from 
���� we need to integrate

by parts over dx�� When there is a boundary we 	nd a boundary contribution of



�
��D�

The 	eld D also appears linearly in 
����� Integrating D out we 	nd the boundary

condition


�
��jx�
� � jXj�� X � eXj�
�
� 
����

where X is the scalar 
� � � � �� component of eX� Note also that the a single
U
� charged chiral super	eld is anomalous in �D but the anomaly is canceled by

� � �



the in�ow from the term
R
AFF in 
���� in �D� This consideration also shows

that we need exactly � chiral 	elds to cancel the anomaly from the �D WZ term�

In the regime �� � �
R
the other boundary is far and the e�ective action near the

boundary cannot have any dimensionful parameter in it� The super	elds e� and eX
both have mass dimensions of � This implies that there is a possibility to add

I� � C�

Z
x�
�


e� � e�y � ��� eV ��d�� d�x
�C�

�

Z
x�
�


Z
W�W

�d�� �

Z
W

��
W ��d

��

�
�

to the action� Here C� and C� are unknown coe cient� Such a term will not a�ect

the boundary conditions 
�����

Similarly� we add a chiral super	eld eY at the other end� x� � R� The U
�

anomaly cancellation can be satis	ed if we require that eY is also a triplet and has
charge � under the �D U
� gauge group� We assume that it is in the representation

� of another global SU
��� eY satis	es the boundary condition


�
��jx�
�R � jY j�� Y � eY j�
�
�

��� Relation between the linear and nonlinear ��models

We can now solve the equations of motion of the nonlinear ��model at energies

E � �
R
� If we vary the action with respect to A� and integrate by parts� keeping

boundary terms� so as to extract the coe cient of 	A�
�� we 	nd the equation

� � ��A� � Im
X
�
iD�Xi� � �F�� � C��

�F�� � C��
�F���

The 	rst term comes from jD�Xj� and the boundary condition 
����� To look for the
zero modes we assume that Xi� A� and A� are independent of x�� � � � � x�� We 	nd

the boundary condition at x� � ��

� � ��
�A� � ����A� � C��

���A��

There is a similar equation at x� � R� The equation of motion in the bulk is

���
�A� � � and for �� 	� � there is no zero mode because any nonzero solution that

is independent of x�� � � � � x� cannot satisfy both boundary conditions�

Now we allow the 	elds to vary as a function of x� � � � � x�� For low�energy modes�

we can neglect ��F�� and �
���A� and ���

�A� compared to �
�
�A�� We therefore get

A�jx�
� � � 
��
�

Im
X�
iD�Xi� �



��
��A�

and a similar equation at the other end� Together we 	nd the solution�

A�
x�� � �R � x�
R��

�

Im
X�
iD�Xi�� x�

R��
�

Im
Y �
i D�Yi� �



��

��A�

Assuming that R�� �  our assumptions about neglecting ����A� are correct� We

also assume that A� is independent of x��

� � �



��� The moduli space

The low energy e�ective action in �D is a nonlinear ��model with a � 
complex�

dimensional target space� The target space can be described as a line bundle over

P � � P �� the same as the one discussed in subsection 
����� The homogeneous

coordinates on the 	rst P � are given by the 	elds Xi�kXk 
i �  � � � �� on the

boundary at x� � � and the homogeneous coordinates on the second P � are given

by Yi�kY k� The coordinates on the 	ber of the line bundle is the � � � � �

component of the super	eld e
R
�R



e��x�dx� � We will denote it by z� The symmetry

group SU
�� � SU
�� acts non�trivially on the moduli space and the orbit of any

point is an S� bundle over P � � P ��

Finally� let us discuss the metric on the moduli space� For R�� � � the size of

each P � is given by

kXk � kY k � p
�
�� �

p
�R

log jzj�

The metric on the 	ber is

��

R

jdzj�
jzj� �

log jzj
�R�jzj� jdzj

��

��� The regime opposite to �� � �
R

If the condition �� � �
R
is not met then ��� being de	ned as the �D VEV� is

not well de	ned� We cannot use the low�energy e�ective action 
��� but we will

propose below an alternative Lagrangian that describes the compacti	ed theory at

energies E � �
R
� There are several examples of �D and �D strongly interacting

theories that after compacti	cation to �D are described at low energies by ordinary

	eld theories� The 
�� �� theory� for example� is described by N � � Super�Yang�

Mills theory after compacti	cation on T � and at energies below the compacti	cation

scale� We can hope that the E� theory compacti	ed on the segment S
��Z� 
with the

boundary conditions implied by the M�theory construction above� is also described

by a regular 	eld theory at energies below the compacti	cation scale� The heterotic

string analysis that was discussed in section 
���� provides a clue�

Before tackling the entire spectrum up to scales E � �
R
let us consider the lowest

end of the spectrum� namely the moduli space� The starting point is the classical

result of section 
����� N �  supersymmetry allows for quantum corrections to

both the K�ahler metric as well as the superpotential� However� we assume that

the global SU
�� � SU
�� remains a good symmetry 
as the embedding into string

theory suggests�� Since the SU
���SU
�� orbit of a point in the classical �
complex�
dimensional moduli space found in section 
���� is of real codimension  there cannot

be any generated superpotential 
since there is no nonzero holomorphic function

that is constant on a real codimension  subspace and zero at in	nity�� The K�ahler

� � �



potential� on the other hand� can receive quantum corrections� The SU
��� SU
��

symmetry imposes restrictions on the possible K�ahler metrics� To see what the

restrictions are it is convenient to parameterize the moduli space by a complex �� �
matrix� ��� of rank � When the variables eX� eY and e� discussed in section 
���� are
valid� �� can be taken as the � � � � � component of the super	eld

R eXe
R
�R



e��x�dx� eY T � 
����

The only SU
��� SU
�� invariant that can be constructed from a rank  matrix is

� � tr�y���� Note that in the regime �� � �
R
we have

� � tr�y��� � R���
�e

��R�
 �

The SU
���SU
�� invariant K�ahler metric can only be a function of the real variable
�� In the regime 
� � � the K�ahler function is proportional to ��

� as can be seen

from 
��� 
and is a complicated function of ��� K
�� receives quantum corrections

and we wish to extrapolate to the region of small �� We will assume that there is a

point � � � in the moduli space where the SU
��� SU
�� symmetry is restored� In

principle� the point � � � might be in	nitely far away on the moduli space but this

seems unlikely�

If such a point where SU
�� � SU
�� is restored exists we might hope that it

is described at low energies by an ordinary 	eld theory� We conjecture that this

is indeed the case and that for � �  the dynamics at energies E � 
�
�

R
� �

R

is reproduced by the following Lagrangian� First� we should elevate the 	eld ��

de	ned in 
���� to a generic � � � matrix� �� without any restriction on the rank�
The Lagrangian is thenZ

tr�y�d�� � �

Z
det �d�� � �

Z
det �yd�� 
����

Here � is an unknown real constant�

We have seen in section 
���� that the potential of the scalar component of � in


���� has a minimum when the � � � matrix has rank  
or ��� The moduli space
of � � � matrices of rank  can be parameterized as in 
���� and using 
���� we
see that the massless spectrum is reproduced correctly� In other words� at energies

E �
���phtr�y�i��� the dynamics that is described by 
���� and the dynamics that is

described in 
���� coincide�

The global symmetry SU
��� SU
�� acts on � as �� ����� with 
������ �
SU
�� � SU
��� Up to an SU
�� � SU
�� transformation we can choose the VEV

h�i to be of the form

h�i �
�
��� � �

� � �

� � �

�
A �

� � �



It breaks SU
��� SU
�� down to SU
��� SU
���U
�� as discussed in 
����� The

� complex 	elds that comprise � decompose under SU
��� SU
��� U
� as


� �� � 
�� ��� � 
� ��� � 
�� ����

Here the subindex denotes the U
� charge� The � 	elds in the representations 
�� ���
are massive with masses of order ��� Note that if a particle with the quantum num�

bers 
�� ��� existed it could decay into the massless particles with quantum numbers


� ��� and 
�� ���� Moreover� we expect � to be a parameter of order  and therefore


���� is strongly coupled�

The conjecture 
���� is motivated by the string theory e�ective action� The string

theory derivation assumes� of course� that �
�
�
s �MpR�  but we conjecture that the

form above remains valid even when MpR� � The reason is that we expect the �D

low energy e�ective action to be scale invariant at energies well below �
R
� The F�term

in the expression 
���� receives no quantum corrections and therefore the dimension

of � can receive no quantum corrections� The K�ahler term can receive quantum

correction� By dimensional analysis it should be of the form �y�f
R�� R�y� where

f is some function of the dimensionless quantities R� and R�y� Assuming that

f
�� �� 	� � we can normalize � such that f
�� �� �  and for small R� we can

approximate f to be a constant�

Note that � has � components but when � gets a nonzero VEV that is a matrix

of rank  only � components of � remain massless 
since a rank  matrix can be put in

the form 
���� with the equivalence relations 
������ Therefore� � components of � are

massive at a generic point of the moduli space� The masses of these components are

of the order of �� and when �� � �
R
the masses are of the order of the compacti	cation

scale� Since we are neglecting any modes with masses of the order of �
R
� the form


���� does not contain any information in addition to the moduli space for �� � �
R
�

�� Anomalies

In this section we discuss the cancellation of anomalies of local symmetries in the

�D 	eld theories associated with the Z� orbifold models� We consider here the case

of �E� � SU
��� � �E� � SU
��� gauge symmetry� and the rest of the Z� models in

the appendix� We analyze the anomalies of the low energy e�ective action of the

heterotic string theory compacti	ed on compact T �

Z�
� on non�compact C�

Z�
� for the HW

dual model and for the case where the singularity is blown up�

��� The T �

Z�
orbifold model

At each 	xed point anomalies can potentially occur only in the SU
�� � SU
��

subgroup of the local symmetry group� Recall that the twisted states are in the

representation 
!�� !�� so the contribution to the anomaly of each SU
�� is that of �

� � �



anti�fundamental representations� The charged untwisted massless matter transform

in the �
�� ��� � �� �
� � �� ��� representation of the full symmetry group� Thus�
the contribution to the anomaly of each SU
�� symmetry group is that of � fun�

damentals divided evenly between all the 	xed points� namely divided by ��� the

number of 	xed points� So altogether the contribution of the untwisted matter is

that of three fundamentals� Hence there is an exact cancellation between the twisted

and untwisted states and both SU
�� gauge symmetries are anomaly free�

��� The C�

Z�
orbifold model

Consider now the heterotic compacti	cation on non�compact R�

ZN
Calabi Yau orb�

ifolds� In such a case� it may seem that one faces a problem with the cancellation

of local anomalies� Again we consider the Z� model with the unbroken gauge group

�E� � SU
���� �E� � SU
����

The content of the massless spectrum is the same as that of the compact case�

The main di�erence is that unlike the �� 	xed points of the compact case here there

is only one single singular point� namely� the origin� Thus it seems that there is not

reason to divide the contribution of the untwisted sector by �� and hence it looks

as if the anomaly associated with the twisted matter cannot balance that of the

untwisted sector�

It turns out that the division that one invokes in the compact case due to the

multiplicity of 	xed points� should be implemented also in the non�compact case�

As was shown by Gimon and Johnson���� when performing the corresponding one

loop stringy computation in the non�compact case� there is a zero mode of the Z�

projection that one has to take into account� The trace of the twist operator � � e
��ik
N

that operates on the complex coordinates z�e
��ik
N z for each T � takes the form

Tr�e
��ik
N � �

Z
dzd!zhz� !zj�jz� !zi � 

� sin� �k
N

where one uses the basis with hzjz�i � �
V
T�
	
z� z��� For the T � and for a Z� orbifold

we thus get the factor of
�

�� sin� �k
�
�
� �

�	
which we have to multiply the contribution of the untwisted

sector� Therefore� like for the compact case� there is an exact cancellation between

the contributions of the twisted and untwisted sectors to the anomaly�

��� The HW dual with blown up �xed point

In the HW dual of both the compact and non compact orbifold models one has to

cancel the �D anomalies locally at each point along the S�

Z�
interval and in particular

at the two ends of it�

We will discuss now the anomaly cancellation for the blown up R��Z� case and

at the end of this subsection we comment on the case where the 	xed points are not

blown up�

� � �



Let us 	rst see how the anomalies are canceled when we are at a generic point of

the moduli space where the symmetry is broken down to SU
��L�SU
��R�U
�V �

Let us also denote the �d U
� gauge group as U
�B�

The 	elds eX have the following 
SU
��L� SU
��R��U��V �U��B quantum numbers�
eX � 
�� ����� � 
� ������� eY � 
� �������� � 
� �������

We can take the contribution of the untwisted 	elds to the anomaly to as that of �

super	elds each with quantum numbers


�� ������ � 
� ����� � 
� ������ � 
� �������

When SU
�� � SU
�� is broken down to SU
��L � SU
��R � U
�V the VEVs ofeX and eY are not invariant under U
�V � We can rectify this with a compensating
U
�B gauge transformation� In other words� we de	ne a U
�C such that the charges

satisfy QC � QV � �QB� The 
SU
��L� SU
��R�U��C quantum numbers are now�

eX � 
�� �� � 
� ��� eY � 
� ���� � 
� ���
We can now take the VEVs to be invariant under U
�C � We can now check the

local cancellation of the anomaly� The 	elds eX together with the untwisted 	elds on

the x� � � end with quantum numbers 
�� ��� � 
� �� cancel the U
�C � SU
���L
anomaly� However the U
��C anomaly is not canceled� We get a net ��F

� from eX
and �F � from the �untwisted sector� adding up to ��F �� Here F stands for a U
�C
gauge 	eld� The bulk �D Chern�Simons term also contributes to the anomaly and

the contribution is ���F �� Altogether we get ��F �� The 	elds at the other end�

x� � R contribute ���F �� Therefore� locally in �D the U
��C anomaly does not

cancel�

But in fact the U
��C anomaly is not required to cancel locally in �D� Only the

SU
��� � U
�C anomalies have to cancel locally� The U
�C gauge transformation

is the same with opposite signs on both ends� In other words� we are not allowed to

make a di�erent U
� transformation at x� � � and at x� � R without changing

the vacuum�

For the HW scenario without blowing up the 	xed points� and with R � �Mp

we can consider the �D world volume theory on each end of the world brane neglect�

ing the in�uence of the physics at the other end� Consider the theory on the left end�

This theory has a gauge symmetry with the gauge group �E� � SU
���L� The un�

twisted sector still contributes �
�	
of the massless ��
�� ���� representation� Anomaly

cancellation� thus� requires three multiplets of � of SU
��L� Since we do not have a

handle on the structure of the theory without a blow up� we can only conjecture on

how such a cancellation may occur� One possibility is that the � 	eld which trans�

forms in 
!�� !�� of the global SUL
�� � SUR
�� symmetry group in the bulk couples

at the �D left theory to the SUL
�� gauge 	elds and the SUR
�� un�gauged degrees

� � �



of freedom are �avor degrees of freedom� These 	eld cancels the SU
��L anomaly of

the untwisted 	elds� A similar mechanism might take place on the right end of the

world �D theory� Of course� it might be that the 	eld � is only a low�energy e�ective

description of more fundamental degrees of freedom and in the regime R � � the

anomaly cancellation mechanism is di�erent�

�� Summary and discussion

In this paper we have addressed the strong coupling dynamics of the T ��Z� 
 C
��Z��

heterotic orbifolds� The main tool used has been the duality with the strongly

coupled heterotic string theory and the weakly coupled Horava Witten M�theory

compacti	ed on 
S��Z��� 
T ��Z���

The motivation for this study has been three folded� to shed additional light on

M�theory from the heterotic string� to explore the domain of large string coupling

using the Horava�Witten picture and to better understand the e�ective action of the

recently popular scenarios of �D bulk space�time with two end�of�the�world branes�

We concentrated mainly on the Z� orbifold that breaks the E� � E� gauge group

down to SU
��� E� � SU
��� E��

We showed that the moduli space of the 
C��Z�� heterotic orbifold is a blow�

down at the zero section of a line bundle that is the product of the two universal line

bundles� L��L�� over P
��P �� The properties of the moduli space were reproduced

from the supergravity description in the large blow�up limit� The gauge instantons

of the symmetric model as well as of other T ��Z� orbifolds were analyzed� In the

context of the E� theory on a segment we identi	ed two scales of the system� namely�

the compacti	cation scale and the scale of the expectation value of the scalar 	eld�

We wrote down the N �  supersymmetric �D E� theory in terms of a �D N � 

chiral and vector super	elds� We then compacti	ed this theory on 
S��Z�� 	rst

in the limit of an expectation value which is much larger than the inverse of the

compacti	cation scale� In this regime we reduced the D HW supergravity to that

of a �D theory in the form of a non�linear sigma model� We then rewrote it in terms

of a linear sigma model and determined the relations between the linear an non�linear

descriptions� Finally we were led to a conjecture about the low energy description of

the 	ve dimensional E��theory 
the CFT that describes the the singularity region of

M�theory on C��Z�� compacti	ed on S
��Z��

The status of the heterotic compacti	cations on singular CY orbifolds stand in

contrast to the situation with compacti	cations on singular K� orbifolds� There

the HW theory is weakly coupled even before the singularities are blown�up ��� ���

Unfortunately� we still do not possess a fully coherent picture for the analogous

models with compacti	cation on singular CY orbifolds�

Another open direction is the search for possible viable phenomenological models

on the �D end�of�the�world branes� For instance one may introduce Wilson loops

� �� �



to get symmetry breaking patterns that are compatible with the standard model

symmetries�
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A� The spectra and anomalies of the Z� heterotic models

We will now describe the spectra for the various orbifolds of the E� � E� heterotic

string theory that were discussed in the paper� The details can be found in ���� 
See

also ��� for a new discussion on orbifolds��

From the target space point of view the di�erent orbifolds are characterized by

the di�erent embeddings of Z� into the gauge groups E� � E�� From the world�

sheet point of view� the di�erent orbifoldings are characterized by two vectors �r �


r�� r�� r�� and the shift vector �s � 
s�� ���s���� The conditions that these two vectors

have to satisfy areX
i

ri �
X
i

si � � mod�
X
i

r�i �
X
i

s�i � � mod� 
A��

In particular for ri � 
� ���� the condition takes the form
P

i s
�
i � �mod� The

nontrivial solutions of these conditions and the corresponding gauge groups are


��� ��� � �E��� �E��


� � �� ��� ��� � �E��� �E� � SU
���


� � �� ��� � ������ � E� � SU
��� �E� � SU
���


� � ������	� � �E	 � U
��� �SO
��� U
��


� � � � �� ��� ��	� � �SU
���� �SO
��� U
�� 
A���

The corresponding spectra of the models with broken E� symmetries are

U � �
� ��� �� � �moduli T � ���
� ��� � � �
� � !���

U � ��
��� �� � � � 
� � ��� ��� � �moduli T � ��
� !�� � !��

U � ��
��� � � �
� � � 
� ��� � 
� ��� � �moduli T � ���
� �� � �
� ��

U � ��
��� � � 
� ��� � 
� ��� � �moduli T � ���
� !��� 
A���

where U adn T stand for the untwisted and twisted sectors respectively�

Anomalies of the �D 	eld theory were discussed in section � for the E��SU
���
�E� � SU
���� The same anomaly cancellation mechanism applies also for the right

symmetry group �E� � SU
��� of the second model of the above list� Since E	 and

SO
�� are anomaly free groups� we have to discuss only the anomalies of the SU
��

of the last model and of the U
�s of the fourth and 	fth models� The contribution of

the matter in the �� representation of SU
�� is the same as that of � fundamentals�

Since it is part of the untwisted sector it has to be divided by �� so that the net

contribution is that of a fundamental� since they come with a multiplicity of three�

The contribution of the twisted sector is of one anti�fundamental thus one has a full

anomaly cancellation�

� �� �


